The Albanian language constitutes a distinct branch in the Satem division of the Indo-European languages. It is the direct descendant of the ancient Illyrian of Roman times, together with some Thracian influences. Since Albania is an isolated and mountainous region, and there has been no attempt at standardizing a literary language until very recent years, the number of local dialects, varying in grammar and syntax, in vocabulary, and in phonetic structure, is enormous. At the present time, two principal dialectal divisions exist, Geg or Northern, and Tosk or Southern, which are more or less mutually intelligible. The inhabitants of Albania number one million, and at least another million speakers of the language live in the surrounding countries or across the seas.

The earliest sample of the language is a short baptismal text of 1462, and the earliest connected texts are religious texts of the seventeenth century. No real literature existed until about 1890 when the printing presses of Scutari and towns outside Albania began publishing material in a uniform alphabet, based on the Roman one. At the present time there is a tendency for Central Albanian to become accepted as the standard language. It is spoken in Tirana, which is the present capital city, and it belongs to the Northern or Geg division of the language.

In the course of Albanian history many foreign influences have come to play their part in making the language what it is today. Although the essential structure of the language, and a fair share of the words in common use are of native origin, the vocabulary has been borrowed from outside sources to a far greater extent even than in the case of English. In 1891 Gustav Meyer stated in his etymological dictionary that of 5,140 root-words only 400 were of the original Albanian stock, that 1,420 were Romance, 540 Slavonic, 1,180 Turkish, 840 Greek, and over 700 indeterminable. Later scholars, however, have proved that a considerably larger proportion of words are truly Albanian. To what
extent the inclusion of so many foreign words in the language has affected its phonetic history is difficult to say.

The observations which follow are based upon the spoken dialect of Mr. Rifat Tirana, who is a native of Scutari in the far north of Albania. Brief notes are included of the differences shown by three other speakers who are natives of Scutari. About twice as many of the inhabitants of Scutari are Moslems as are Roman Catholics in religion. Since the latter, who are represented in this study by Professor Kol Rrota of Vienna, and Mr. Simon Daragjati of Paris, present certain important differences in the distribution of their phonemes, it is necessary to make this religious distinction. The other speaker is Mr. Qazim Kastrati, a Moslem.

The city of Scutari naturally draws its population from the surrounding territory. To what extent the differences found between the speech of Moslems and Catholics may represent original regional dialects, and not merely social differences is uncertain. The plain lying immediately to the north of Scutari is inhabited chiefly by Moslems, whereas the mountains beyond the plain are the stronghold of the Catholics. But in view of the fact that under Turkish rule only Moslems were allowed to own land of any importance, the dialects may be purely social ones, and may have existed side by side for a long time, as is the case in present-day England.

I. Stress

There are three significant degrees of stress in Albanian, primary, secondary, and 'unstressed'.

The primary stress-accent in Albanian is very strong. It may be given to any syllable of a word, but usually falls on the penult in dissyllables or polysyllables. In a particular word the stress does not vary with the different inflectional forms but remains fixed on the same syllable. The prominence of the stress leads to a considerable obscuration of vowels in unstressed syllables, especially in those syllables occurring immediately before or after the stress when another unstressed syllable lies still farther from the stress. A distinct tendency for these unstressed syllables to drop out has manifested itself in the history of the language. In poetry words may change their stress under the influence of the meter. Not every syllable stressed in isolation need bear the sentence stress.

The effect of the manner in which the stress falls on a vowel is rather peculiar to an English ear. In the word [ˈiːʃte], for instance, one almost
feels that there are two vowels at the beginning with the stress on the second. This feeling is due to the fact that in Albanian, as in some Indian languages, the stress is weak at the beginning of a vowel but during the vowel gradually increases to a point of prominence, and then declines. In languages such as English, on the other hand, where an initial vowel may be preceded by a glottal stop for emphasis, the most prominent part of the stress comes at the beginning and the force gradually diminishes throughout the course of the vowel. In Albanian the glottal stop is never used in this manner as an auxiliary for the sake of emphasis.

The secondary stress-accent occurs in some words, chiefly compounds, when they are pronounced in isolation. Example: *kundershtim* 'contrast' [ˌkunrˈʃtim]. But its chief function is in connected speech, where primary word-stress frequently becomes secondary sentence-stress under the influence of the rhythm of the sentence, as may be seen upon reference to the texts. Secondary word-stress may also, under the influence of the rhythm of speech, become primary sentence stress. Example: *gjithfarë* 'of many' [ˌʃiθˈfaːr], but *gjithfarë zanesh* 'of many noises' [ˈʃiθ.foːrˈzaːneʃ].

II. CONSONANTS

There are thirty-three consonant phonemes in Mr. Tirana’s dialect. They are represented in International Phonetic symbols by [p, b, t, d, k, g, ?, ts, dz, ‘tʃ, dʒ, c, j, m, m, n, n, j, l, l, r, rr, f, v, ð, s, z, ʃ, ʒ, h, j].

[p]

The breathed bi-labial plosive is slightly aspirated, but less so than in the usual Southern English pronunciation. The degree of aspiration, which is a very weak puff of breath like a short [h] following the stop, is roughly the same in all positions, and is not increased when the sound occurs finally, as it is in English speech, or even more markedly in French. In very emphatic speech the degree of aspiration may be somewhat increased. Examples: *po* ‘yes’ [po], *vrapin* ‘running’ [ˈvraːpin], *kep* ‘point’ [kep]. Before plosives there exists a subsidiary member of the phoneme which is unexploded. Example: *Shqyptar* ‘Albanian’ [ˈʃcyptɑːr].

[b]

The voiced bi-labial plosive when occurring initially is slightly unvoiced as in Midwestern American speech, but not to the same degree that is
usual in Southern English. In emphatic speech, however, it is frequently fully voiced. After a vowel in the same syllable it is voiceless, except in emphatic speech when it is only partially unvoiced, or even occasionally fully voiced. It rarely occurs finally, and when it does is likely to be unexploded. Examples: *bibä ‘turkey’ ['bi:ba], babë ‘father’ [ba:b]n.*

[t]

The breathed dental plosive is slightly aspirated in all positions. It is very dental but is rather a ‘dark’ or velarized sound, formed with the body of the tongue lying well back in the mouth and somewhat raised toward the soft palate. It is articulated chiefly by means of the advanced tongue-tip, thus avoiding the slight affrication which is inevitable when the entire blade of the tongue is expanded laterally in the region of the upper teeth, as in French or in most languages where the ‘clear’ quality of the dental [t] is characteristic. The only noticeable affrication in Albanian occurs before [r], because of the necessity of assuming the tongue position of the following sound. Examples: *tash ‘now’ [taʃ], mati ‘measured’ ['ma:ti] zhyt ‘headlong’ [ʒyt]. A double [t] may occur at the end of a word. Example: *ditet ‘day’ ['di:t't].

[d]

The voiced dental plosive is the voiced counterpart of the breathed [t]. In common with all voiced plosives and fricatives this phoneme has two subsidiary members as described under [b], a slightly unvoiced one initially, and a voiceless one after vowels in the same syllable; these are distinct from the medial fully voiced principal member of the phoneme. Examples: *det ‘sea’ [de:t], vedin ‘oneself’ ['ve:din], odë ‘room’ [o:d].

[k]

The breathed velar plosive is about cardinal in its place of formation, but perhaps a little farther back than the ordinary English one. It is slightly aspirated, and followed by just a faint trace of affrication. Examples: *ka ‘he has’ [ka:], buka ‘the bread’ ['bu:ka], tokë ‘land’ [to:k].

[g]

The voiced velar plosive is the partner to the breathed one. This phoneme has the usual unvoiced and voiceless subsidiary members. Examples: *gunë ‘cloak’ [ɡʊ:n], shtegu ‘the fence’ ['ʃte:gu], larg ‘far’ [larg].
The glottal plosive occurs in only one position in Albanian. It is immediately followed by a vowel, and immediately preceded by the initial consonant, or consonant group, of the syllable in which it stands. It is found in compound words. In cases where the last sound of a final consonant group of one word is carried over, in connected speech, to begin the first syllable of the following word, it may either appear or not appear, depending on the style of speech employed. Examples: ç'ásht ‘what is it?’, ‘what’s the matter?’ [t's?a?t], çarmatosë ‘to disarm’ [t's?arma'to:s], s’ishë ‘wasn’t’ [s'i:ste], n’ërë ‘in air, nonsense’ [n'e:r], m’erdhi ‘to me’ [m'erdi], të dnuëtë ishin [t dnu: m:t i:Sin], të kryëmtë e asaj [t kry: m, t e a,sa:j], me bishë t'egra [me,bi: t'e:gra], but të pruemtë e atyne [t pru: m,t e a,ty:ne].

It should be remembered that the glottal stop is not used as in English as an auxiliary device to separate two words or syllables, one ending in a vowel, the other beginning with a vowel, or to bring added emphasis to a syllable with an initial vowel. The glottal stop is used in Albanian only as a separate phoneme or speech sound of the language. Its presence or absence may be used for the purpose of distinguishing words. Compare çifte ‘gun’ [tSi:fte] with ç’ishte ‘what was it?’ [t'si:ste].

When the same speaker adopts a somewhat more rapid and casual style, the sequence [?] + vowel is replaced by a single sound, a glottalized vowel. The glottalization is not of the type known as creaky or intermittent voice, which occurs so commonly, though quite without phonemic significance, among English speakers, and where a number of distinct pulsations are heard as the vocal cords periodically cease their vibration momentarily. It is rather of a type giving the impression of a certain tightness running throughout the vowel. This effect is produced by a manner of vibration of the vocal cords which allows only a limited amount of air to pass between them. The preceding consonant is also affected by this type of vibration. If a plosive or fricative, it loses all trace of aspiration, and is represented by a completely unaspirated subsidiary member of its respective phoneme.

Each glottalized vowel sound constitutes a separate phoneme from the same vowel unglottalized in the same style of speech. The example [tSi:ste] is still to be contrasted with [tSi:fte], which has the normal type of vowel sound during whose course a greater volume of air passes through the glottis, producing a somewhat breathier effect.
[ts]

The breathed alveolar affricate is made with the tongue-tip down, resting on the lower teeth, and with the blade of the tongue raised to the forward part of the gums. There is loose contact during the stop, as in all Albanian affricates. A slight aspiration occurs which is of the same strength as that following [p, t, k]. Examples: cucë ‘girl’ [tsuːːts], dacë ‘tom-cat’ [ˈdaːtsi]. The affricate has to be distinguished from the group [t-s]. Examples of [t-s] are botës ‘people’ [boːːt-s], dîtës ‘day’ [diːt-s].

[dz]

The voiced alveolar affricate is the partner to the breathed. It is unvoiced under the same conditions as a plosive. Examples: xixë ‘spark’ [dziːdz], xixa ‘the spark’ [ˈdziːdza].

[tʃ]

The palato-alveolar affricate is made with the tongue-tip down, and is not very palatal in character. There is loose contact during the stop, and slight aspiration follows the sound. It may be described as somewhat ‘dark’, and is formed with rounded lips. The tongue is laterally contracted, not laterally spread as in English. Examples: çerdhja ‘the nest’ [tʃerðja], paçim ‘if we had’ [ˈpaːtʃim]. The affricate [tʃ] has to be distinguished from the group [t-ʃ]. Examples of [t-ʃ] are flîtëshin ‘they were speaking’ [ˈflîːtʃin].

[dʒ]

The voiced palato-alveolar affricate has otherwise the same characteristics as the breathed, except of course for the aspiration. Examples: xhixhë ‘glass’ [dʒiːdʒ], xhîxhillue ‘to glitter’ [dʒidʒiːɬuːː], Xhoxha, a surname, [dʒoːdʒa].

[c]

The breathed alveolo-palatal affricate, which might in ‘narrower’ transcription be represented by the group [cq], is formed with the tip of the tongue pressing against the lower teeth, and the blade of the tongue pressing tightly against the alveolar ridge at either side. The point of contact of the central part of the tongue is in the alveolo-palatal region. The contact of the tongue during the stop is rather weak as in the case of the affricates. There is the slight degree of aspiration that is usual in the language, and of course a noticeable off-glide, both going...
on at the same time. Examples: *qen* ‘dog’ [cɛn], *fage* ‘cheek’ ['fa:ce], *aq* ‘as much’ [aɛ].

[j]

The voiced alveolo-palatal affricate corresponds in its mode of formation to the breathed affricate, and in ‘narrower’ transcription might be represented similarly. Examples: *gjiθ* ‘all’ [jiθ], *përjsxjje* ‘answer’ [pɛr'je:je], *zogj* ‘birds’ [zoj].

[m]

The ‘clear’ bi-labial nasal, although it is not palatalized, requires that the front of the tongue be held not so low nor in so relaxed a manner as is customary in making the English [m], or the ordinary [m] used in most languages. The use of muscles controlling the movement of the lips and the exhalation of the breath must not be too forceful. The duration of the sound is rather short. Examples: *mâ* ‘more’ [mâ:], *mas* ‘I measure’ [mas], *rremi* ‘oar’ ['rrɛ:mi], *kam* ‘I have’ [kam], *shum* ‘much’ [ʃum]. A syllabic [m] occurs in words like *kandshem* ‘pleasing’ ['kau:Sm], which is preceded by a very short neutral vowel glide not counting as a vowel sound in Albanian.

[ŋ]

The ‘dark’ or velarized bi-labial nasal has a secondary articulation with the back of the tongue raised toward the soft palate. It is somewhat longer than the ‘clear’ [m], and there is especially rapid and vigorous movement of the labial muscles during the last part of the sound, with a correspondingly increased force of exhalation of the breath. The nasal passages are wide open, and a much greater volume of air appears to pass through the nose than in the case of [m]. In very emphatic utterance the lips may be turned inward through the effort of producing the sound. This sound is never followed by [b] or [p], presumably because it was originally pronounced [mb], as is still the case in the South of Albania. Examples: *mbret* ‘king’ [mɾɛt], *mbas* ‘after’ [mas], *kambë* ‘foot’ [ka:m], *shemba* ‘I destroyed’ ['ʃɛ:ma], *shembë* ‘to destroy’ [ʃɛ:m].

There are two [n]-sounds belonging to different phonemes in Albanian. These sounds are distinguished chiefly by the amount of velarization.

[n]

The clear alveolar nasal is made with the tip of the tongue slightly turned back, and resting on the alveolar ridge. It is only neutrally clear, but has none of the dark quality of [n]. It is rather a short sound, and not too forcefully made. Examples: *nuk* ‘not’ [nuk], *neni* ‘ankle,
wrist' ['ne:ni], kan 'they have' [kan]. There are two important subsidiary members of the phoneme, one rather dental occurring next to a dental plosive, and the other made with the tip down and alveolar blade-contact before [j]. Examples: t'na 'to us' [tna], ngjau 'happens' [ŋŋau]. A syllabic [n] occurs in words like plepen 'poplars' ['ple:pn], which is preceded by a slight neutral glide not counting as a vowel sound in Albanian.

[n]

The 'dark' dental nasal is distinctly velarized, and very dental, with a rather large area of contact of the tongue. The sound bears a resemblance to [m] in employing during its final stage especially strong contraction of the lingual muscles followed by a very rapid release, while a large volume of air is forcefully exhaled through the nose. It is also of rather long duration. It is never followed by [d], presumably because it was originally pronounced [nd] as is still the case in the South of Albania. Examples: ndoshta 'maybe' ['no:ŋta], kand 'angle' [kaŋ], nduk 'suck' [ŋuk], fundi 'the bottom' ['fũ-ŋi].

[n]

The alveolo-palatal nasal is formed with the same tongue position as the alveolo-palatal affricates and with the soft palate lowered. Examples: nji 'one' [ni], rranja 'the root' ['rraŋa], shenj 'sign' [ʃep].

[u]

The velar nasal, like the English one, is somewhat advanced from the cardinal tongue position, especially when it is initial. It never stands next to [k] or [g], presumably because it was originally pronounced [ŋg] as it still is in the South of Albania. Examples: nga 'to run' [ŋa:], kanga 'the song' ['kãŋa], peng 'hostage' [pɛŋ].

[l]

The 'clear' alveolar lateral is non-fricative and may be followed by a slight glide finally. The tip of the tongue is in contact with the alveolar ridge, and the air passes out bilaterally. Examples: lule 'flower' ['luːle], fil 'elephant' [fil].

[l]

The 'dark' or velarized, very dental lateral is non-fricative and is sulcalized by the rounding upwards of the edges of the back of the tongue. When final after a long vowel the degree of this sulcalization is more noticeable. Then, also, the characteristic unrounded [u] reso-
The one-tap alveolar rolled consonant may be slightly unvoiced initially, and even more so finally. It tends to become rather fricative, especially initially and in the vicinity of [i], when unvoiced. Examples: re ‘young’ [re:], era ‘wind’ [e:ra], kurè ‘when’ [ku:r]. Syllabic [r]: per ‘for’ [pr], perkundë ‘to rock’ [pr’kũ:na], kaperce ‘to cross’ [kapr’tsy:], voter ‘hearth’ [’vo:tr], moters ‘of the sister’ [’mo:trs]. Syllabic [r] is preceded by a slight neutral vowel glide.

The fully-rolled alveolar sound normally consists of two taps with the tongue-tip, although more taps may be added for emphasis. It is a sound somewhat ‘darker’ perhaps than [r], and is especially likely to be unvoiced finally, when it may become a bit fricative. Examples: rrëth ‘round’ [rrëθ], burri ‘the husband’ [’bu:rr], barrë ‘load’ [ba:rr]. Syllabic [rr]: çimërr ‘bug’ [tʃi:mmr].

The breathed labio-dental fricative is very slightly aspirated in all positions. A weak puff of breath of this kind resembling a momentary [h] follows all the plosives, affricates, and fricatives of the language. Furthermore, the exhalation of the breath required for the sound begins before the lower lip is brought close to the edge of the upper teeth, so that while the lower lip is moving in that direction there is a sort of breathy on-glide which is distinctly noticeable to English ears. This on-glide is more or less characteristic of the mode of formation of all fricative sounds in the language. Examples: fyell ‘flute’ [fyː:l], fëtofa ‘I cooled’ [’fto:fa], fëtofë ‘cold’ [fto:f].

The voiced labio-dental fricative resembles the breathed one except that the vocal cords are in vibration, the aspiration is missing, and the breathy on-glide appears in the form of a voiced h, sometimes even a faint obscure vowel, before the [v] actually begins. Examples: vœ ‘egg’ [vœ:], java ‘the week’ [jaːva], rravëshue ‘to level’ [rrav’ju:].
[\theta]

The breathed interdental fricative is very slightly aspirated: [\theta']. The breathy on-glide is especially noticeable in this sound, since the tongue must move all the way from a vowel-position to the extreme interdental position while the stream of air from the lungs is constantly coming forth. An Englishman might almost transcribe the word thithe as [h\theta:i:θ]. The sound is rather darker than the English one. The front of the tongue is held low in the mouth, moving with the tip straight forward and back again. When the sound is final, the quick recoil of the tongue is especially noticeable. Examples: thithe (to suck) [\theta:i:θ], gjitha 'all the' ['ji:Ga].

[\delta]

The voiced interdental fricative is a distinctly dark (i.e. a somewhat velarized) sound. Otherwise it corresponds to the breathed fricative except for the vibration of the vocal cords. Examples: dhanë 'to give' [\delta:ni], edhe 'and' ['e:Se], udhë 'road' [u:δ].

[\chi]

The breathed alveolar fricative is produced with the tongue-tip down and the blade raised toward the forward part of the gums. It is slightly aspirated, and has a short breathy on-glide before the tongue assumes the required position for the fricative sound. Examples: sa 'how much' [sa:], masa 'the measure' ['ma:sa], kos 'sour milk' [kos].

[z]

The voiced alveolar fricative is the voiced partner of the breathed one. Examples: zä 'voice' [zä:], mezi 'the hip' ['me:zi], zezë 'black' [ze:z].

[S]

The breathed palato-alveolar fricative is made with the tip of the tongue down, is slightly aspirated, and has a short breathy on-glide. Examples: shishe 'bottle' ['Si:Se], presh 'onions' [preS].

[\zeta]

The voiced palato-alveolar fricative is the voiced partner of the breathed one. Examples: zhyt 'headlong' [z\zeta], vazhdojë 'continued' [va3'do:j], lvoshe 'hull, shell' ['lvo:Se].
[h]

The breathed glottal fricative is accompanied by some contraction in the velar region, which is especially noticeable near back vowels and finally. The point of constriction of the breath is not greatly advanced when front vowels are in close proximity. Examples: ha 'I eat' [ha:], thehet 'breaks' ['θε:het], kohë (time) [ko:h], nxehjt 'warm' [ndzeht].

[i]

The palatal semi-vowel is quite without friction and not at all high in its tongue-position. Except initially it might easily be mistaken for [i], and be regarded as forming a falling or rising diphthong respectively with the preceding or following vowel. However, the manner in which stress falls upon the vowels in Albanian shows that it should be treated as a consonant and distinguished from diphthongs formed by the combinations of [i] with other vowels. The varying length of vowels before the semi-vowel brings one to the same conclusion. Initially a fricative member of the phoneme is used. Examples: ju ‘you’ [ju], atje ‘there’ [a’tje], prroje ‘streams’ ['prro:je], aj ‘he’ [aj], shkruejne ‘they write’ [ɔkru::jn]. After rounded vowels the lips are rounded during the glide. After nasalized vowels the semi-vowel is nasalized as well, thereby frequently giving the impression of an [n] before a following consonant, as in shtrejt ‘expensive’ [strɛjt].

III. VOWELS

The Albanian language in the dialect here studied employs thirteen vowel phonemes: [i, e, ɛ, a, o, u, y, ɔ, ɨ, ɑ, ū, ū].

[i]

The [i]-phoneme has two principal members, one being used when the sound is long and the other when it is short. The former has a tongue position that is high but not cardinal. The latter has approximately the tongue position of Southern English [i] in tin. When the sound is short there are two important subsidiary members of the phoneme, one a higher member that occurs in an open syllable immediately before the stress-accent of a word, and the other a much lower member occurring in final unstressed position. Other subsidiary members with a more retracted and somewhat lower tongue position are employed before and after [n, m, l, θ, ϓ]. Examples: pi ‘to drink’ [pi:], pinë ‘they drink’ [pi::n], dielli ‘the sun’ [ˈdilli], thikë ‘knife’ [θi:k], fmija ‘the child’ [ˈfmiːja], pin ‘he drinks’ [pin], porsi ‘as’ [por’si], filloj ‘he begins’ [fi’lo:j].
The [e]-phoneme has two principal members. When the sound is long it has a tongue position about one third of the distance between cardinal vowels [e] and [α]. When it is short it is somewhat lower. An important subsidiary member with a still lower and almost central tongue position is used when the short sound occurs unstressed finally. Another related subsidiary member, but not so low, exists before [n] in a final unstressed syllable. Of the not so central subsidiary members two may be distinguished, one slightly lower before labials, and the other still lower and a little retracted before [θ] and [ð], when a distinct glide off toward the center is heard. Examples: re ‘young’ [re:], letē ‘you were born’ [leː:t], xetē ‘warm’ [dze:t], fena ‘religions’ [fe:na], vet ‘one’s’ [vet], me ‘with’ [me], ishte ‘was’ [iː:te], ene ‘yet’ [e-ne], gunen ‘cloak’ [ˈɡuːnen], edhe ‘and’ [e̞-de], kep ‘point’ [kep].

The [e]-phoneme has only one member, which is always long. It is heard finally in monosyllables, chiefly in the second person singular of a few verbs. It is believed to have arisen originally from the contraction of [aːe]. The sound is situated about one third of the way toward cardinal [a], and sounds very much like some long varieties of English [æ]. The mouth is held rather wide open, and there seems to be a sort of breathiness about the vowel accompanied by some pharyngeal contraction. Examples: he ‘food’ [heː], re ‘thou didst fall’ [reː], pe ‘thou didst see’ [peː], the ‘thou didst say’ [θeː].

This phoneme contains two rather divergent principal members. When long it is somewhat diphthongal, moving from a low tongue position (nearer to cardinal [a] than to cardinal [α]) back towards cardinal [A]. When short it has a tongue position varying with different subsidiary members between a centralized [a] and approximately Southern English [A] in but. It is especially central before [r] and [θ] so that it is not far from the likewise centralized short [e] before these sounds. An important subsidiary member occurring finally unstressed is a true central vowel, although lower than half-open in its tongue position. In connected speech this member is distinguished with difficulty from the very low and centralized short final unstressed [e]. Examples: ha ‘I eat’ [haː], danē ‘they agreed’ [daː:n], danē ‘pincers’ [daː:n], mali ‘the mountain’ [ˈmaːli], dan ‘name’ [dan], ga ‘what’ [tʒa], atje ‘there’ [aˈtje], era ‘wind’ [eː:ra].
[o]

This phoneme has two principal members. The long one is intermediate between cardinal vowels [o] and [ɔ]. The short one is advanced from the position of cardinal [ɔ], though not to the same extent as in modern colloquial French. This sound never occurs with extra-length, and it never stands in final unstressed syllables. Examples: vonë ‘late’ [voːn], mollë ‘the apple’ [moːla], lot ‘a tear’ [lot], po ‘yes’ [po], oroe ‘attention’ [oɭrɔː], porsi ‘as’ [porˈsi].

[u]

The [u]-phoneme has two principal members, a long one which is intermediate between cardinal vowel [u] and [o], and a short one which has approximately the value of Southern English [u] in book. An important subsidiary member with a somewhat higher tongue position is used for the short vowel in open syllables. Other subsidiary members with lower tongue positions are employed after [rr] and [l]. Examples: shkue ‘to go’ [ʃkuː], kuej ‘to whom’ [kuːj], detyrueme ‘obliged’ [detyˈruːme], ujë ‘water’ [uːj], gruni ‘the wheat’ [ˈgruːni], buk ‘bread’ [buk], bukur ‘beautiful’ [ˈbuːkur], mundue ‘to suffer’ [muːˈnuː], zogu ‘the bird’ [ˈzoːɡu].

[y]

The long member of this phoneme is much more central than the cardinal sound, and somewhat lower. The lip rounding is rather weak. The short member has an even lower and more central tongue position, especially in its unstressed subsidiary form. This sound never occurs finally unstressed. Examples: krye ‘head’ [kryː], kryet ‘the head,’ (acc.) [kryːt], bylbyli ‘bulbul’ [bylˈbyli], kryene ‘finished’ [kryːne], yj ‘stars’ [yj], zhyt ‘headlong’ [ʒyt], detyrueme ‘obliged’ [detyˈruːme], ky ‘this one’ [ki].

[o]

This phoneme is present in only three words and their various case forms. It never occurs short. The sound is lower than cardinal [o], distinctly central, and very weakly rounded. It gives the impression of an American pronunciation of the vowel in fur and verse which is widely spread in the Southern States, and which might be described as an advanced half-close central vowel weakly rounded. Examples: vœ ‘egg’ [vɔː], vœs ‘egg’s’ [vɔːs], oroe ‘attention’ [oɭrɔː], vœsë ‘dew, a fruit’ [vɔːs], vœsave ‘of the fruit vœsë’ [ˈvɔːsave].
Vowel Glide

There occurs in Albanian an intrusive vocalic glide which cannot be considered a separate phoneme of the language, since its presence or absence is not used to distinguish one word from another. It serves in an auxiliary capacity as a means of making more easily audible those consonants occurring in combinations where their distinctive character would not otherwise be so readily heard.

It has been noted earlier that breathed consonants tend to keep their aspiration in all positions except finally in a syllable, when the following syllable begins with another consonant. Now similarly the neutral-vowel glide above mentioned does not occur after a consonant that is final in the syllable, when the following syllable begins with another consonant. Just as it is not necessary to indicate as a separate speech sound this aspiration, which serves as a means of distinguishing consonants occurring in combination with other consonants, so likewise it is not necessary to indicate as a separate sound the voiced vocalic glide which occurs after a voiced consonant followed by another voiced consonant, as in [dnu:], which in more precise transcription should be represented as [d'nu:]. The [d] in this example is not exploded nasally. In [n doːr], the glide following the preposition nē is lost only in rapid speech, but in any case the two words constitute one syllable.

This intrusive vowel glide also occurs after breathed consonants followed by voiced ones, as in [t' dy:ve, t' mɔdaːjt, t' dnuːmt] (in more precise transcription [tʰ' dyːve, tʰ mɔdaːjt, tʰ dənuːmt]). The prominence of the glide depends on the style of speech employed. In some kinds of slow, careful, or emphatic speech this sound is used where it would not be used in more ordinary speech: [t' laːrta, t na]. Before breathed consonants there is ordinarily no voiced glide but merely the aspiration in the case of a preceding breathed consonant: [t' psalmve]. The intrusive vowel glide always occurs before syllabic [m, n, r, rr].

Nasal Vowels

The type of nasalization in the following vowels is rather peculiar. There is no great contraction of the nasal passages as in French or in some colloquial American speech, but rather the nasal passages are wide open, so that a large volume of air may pass out quite freely, thus producing paradoxically an effect on the ear of much weaker nasality.

[i]

The tongue position of this sound is somewhat more retracted and a little lower than that of the principal member of the unnasalized [i]
phoneme. When short, a still lower member of the phoneme is used. The short member never stands finally. Examples: fi ‘soap solution’ [fi:], pime ‘stiff’ [piːm], shpinda ‘the back’ [ʃpiːna], rrin ‘he sits’ [rrin], pit ‘cramped’ [piːt].

[ɛ]

This phoneme has approximately the same tongue positions as the [e] phoneme, but the soft palate is lowered. A slightly more retracted and lower member is used when the sound is short. Examples: re ‘clouds’ [rɛ :], kene ‘to be’ [kɛ:n], freni ‘bridle’ [fɾeːni], brez ‘sash’ [brɛz], Prêk (a given name) [prɛ:k].

[ã]

When long this sound is a very narrow diphthong similar in tongue position to the long [a] but farther back. When short it is farther back but no higher than the short [a]. Examples: ma ‘more’ [mɑ:], fame ‘fame’ [fɑːm], dhunun ‘given’ [ˈdɑːnun], asht ‘is’ [ɑʃt].

[u]

When long this sound is somewhat lower than the long principal member of the [u]-phoneme, and when short it is somewhat lower than the short [u] in closed syllables. Examples: gj ‘knee’ [jʊ:], pranduete ‘you accepted’ [pra’nuː:t], prandueme ‘accepted’ [pra’nuːːme], huj ‘stakes’ [hʊːj], huni ‘the stake’ [hʊːnɪ], kst ‘so’ [kʃtʊ], shum ‘much’ [ʃʊm].

[y]

The tongue positions of this phoneme are slightly more central and lower than those of the corresponding principal members of the [y]-phoneme long and short. Examples: frye ‘to blow’ [frɨː], syet ‘eyes’ [ʃɨt], fryete ‘blew’ [ˈfrɨːte], hyni ‘he entered’ [hɨːni], mbys ‘I kill’ [mɨʃ].

IV. DIPHTHONGS

There are four diphthong phonemes in the Albanian spoken by Mr. TIRANA. They are [iu, eu, eu, au]. They are not of frequent occurrence in the language. Some speakers do not use them at all, but treat the two elements as separate syllables. These diphthongs have arisen in spoken Albanian from the running together of two continuous short vowels. The manner in which the stress-accent falls upon the sounds serves to give these sequences diphthongal character. The stress rises gradually to its most prominent part approximately in the middle of the diphthongal glide. The tongue positions of the elements
making up these diphthongs are like those of a rather high member of the phoneme represented by the symbols occurring separately when they are short. Examples: *e veriut 'of the north' [e ve'riut], Zeus (Zeus) [zəus], pelqe 'he liked it' [pel'ceu], dau 'he decided' [dau].

V. LENGTH

There are three significant degrees of vowel length, a short chroneme, a long chroneme, and an extra-long chroneme, which are used to distinguish words. The last two are limited to the stressed syllable of a word, although in connected speech they need not bear the sentence stress. The degrees of length are only relative, not absolute. They vary with the vowel phoneme, the surrounding consonants, the stress-accent, and the intonational devices employed to express the exact meaning and the emotional connotation. For example, the short vowel in pin is not really very short because it can be distinguished from a hypothetical word *pine not only chronemically but by the very different member of the [i]-phoneme which is employed in a long position. There is a tendency for the extra-long chroneme to be distinctly shorter than might be expected where there are not actually words which must be distinguished by three degrees of length. Not every vowel-phoneme employs all three chronemes: [e] is always long, [o] is only long and short, and [a] is only long and extra-long. Examples: dan 'name' [dan], danē (pincers) [da:n], danē 'they agreed' [daːn]; huj 'temper' [huj], uje 'water' [u:j] huej 'foreign' [huː:j]; qet 'he brings into the open' [cet], qetē 'you were' [ceːt],

qetē 'quiet' [ceːt], qetē 'oxen' [ceːt];

kot 'uselessly' [kot], kotē 'useless' [koːt];

rrit 'he grew' [rrit], rikē 'duck' [riːk], rritē 'you grew' [rriːːt];

yj 'stars' [yj], lyjē 'I paint' [lyːj], lytē 'you painted' [lyːt];

myt 'kill!' [myt], mytē 'dead' [myːt];

pend 'yoke' [pɛn], pendē 'pen' [pɛːn], pendē 'yokes' [pɛːːn];

myk 'mould' [mɛ:k], mykē 'mouldy' [mɛːk], shyet 'you pushed' [ʃtɛːt].

VI. SYLLABLE DIVISION

If two or more consonants occur between vowels in a polysyllabic word, the syllable division appears to be determined by the stress at a fixed point which is always the same. It is usually between the consonants, but a fricative followed by a single non-fricative consonant

1 Note: This diphthong occurs chiefly if not wholly in words of foreign origin.
always belongs to the following syllable. Examples: Shqyptarë [șcyp-
ta:r], hasmve ['ha:s-mve], Shkodra ['ʃko:-dra], meshtari [me'ʃta:ri], nxehtsisht [ndzeht'siʃt], mrapshtim [mrap'ʃtim].

In connected speech, a word beginning with more than one consonant may have its initial consonant attached to the preceding syllable, unless the words are given special prominence in the sentence. Examples: tha pteshu [θa 'p't'eʂu, θa p'teʂu], pe ftyren ['pe: 'f't'y:rn], mî ftyrë [mî f'ty:r].

Similarly a word may have its final consonant attached to the following syllable, if the words are given special emphasis. Example: ësht ftofë [ǎʃ't f't'o:f].

VII. Assimilation

The assimilation in Albanian is sometimes regressive as in French. Example: t'bijvet ['t bi:jvet]. Through progressive assimilation a final breathed consonant may be partially voiced, under the influence of the preceding vowel, provided only that the following is stressed. The following syllable may begin with either a voiced or a breathed consonant. Such breathing occurs (though not marked here) in: me hjeke gunen [me 'hje:k 'ɡû:nen], mos drueni [mos 'druːni], tokë dhuna [to:k 'dũ:na], se ç' vetue ['se tɕ-ve'tu:], si të fletëshin [si t'fli:t'ʃin], mî ktë [mik'të].

VIII. Pronunciation of Other Speakers

Mr. Qazim Kastrati ['ca:zim kas'tra:ti], who is also a native of Scutari ['ʃko:dra] and a Moslem, differs in a few particulars in his pronunciation. To what extent this difference represents a variation existing among speakers of the dialect in Scutari, and to what extent it has been caused by his residence for a few years in Tirana, the capital of Albania, is uncertain. The important points of difference are as follows:

Final [p, t, k] are distinctly affricated, at the same time preserving the slight degree of aspiration that is usual elsewhere: [-pɛ,-tθ,-kx].

The interdentals [θ] and [ð] are not as dark. When [ð] is final, the contact is ordinarily very weak and may not occur at all. In this case there is only a dark glide which gives a distinct impression of [l], although it is not a member of the [l]-phoneme of the language which is pronounced much more vigorously and with contact. The [l]-sound is not so dark or sulcalized, and a faint fricative quality frequently creeps in.
The affricates \([dʒ]\) and \([tʃ]\) are perhaps very slightly more forward in their point of articulation. At any rate the tip of the tongue is more arched so that a faint trace more of the quality of the English affricates \([dʒ]\) and \([tʃ]\) enters into these sounds.

The articulation of \([n]\) is a little farther back, and the tongue assumes a slightly retroflex position. Since the vocalic resonance of \([n]\) is not especially clear, this tongue position undoubtedly assists materially in distinguishing acoustically \([n]\) from \([n]\). After a vowel, especially after \([a]\), there is a slight retroflex glide on to the \([n]\) such as occurs in the Madurese language of East Java before a mildly retroflex \(n\) or even more markedly in many languages of India. For the Albanian word \([da:n]\), Mr. Kastrati is more willing to accept the Midwestern American diphthong in \textit{darn} [darn] than the pure vowel in \textit{Don} [da:n], provided that the retroflexion of the second element of this diphthong is kept very mild. However, the member of the phoneme occurring after \([t]\) and \([d]\) is rather dental, and that before \([j]\) is given blade articulation with the tongue-tip down.

The very clear \([l]\) is made with rather arched tongue-tip so that it might almost be mistaken at times for the Lettish or Russian palatalized \([r]\).

All his vowel sounds are slightly higher in tongue position, agreeing more nearly with those of Mr. Kastrati.

The breathed \([\theta]\) is a dark sound made with a protruded tongue and rounded lips so that it might be described in some respects as an interlabial fricative.

The voiced \([\delta]\) and the dark \([l]\) have fallen together in one phoneme. It is a labialized interlabial fricative velarized lateral.

Final \([b, d, g]\) are voiceless, but are aspirated fairly strongly by a puff of breath which takes the form of a voiced \(h\).
The dental plosives have no tendency to darkness. The [n]-phoneme is rather dental but with the tongue-tip turned slightly back. It is not so very clear, since it must be distinguished from [ŋ].

When nasalized vowels follow them, the nasalization usually begins during the formation of the consonants [rr] and [l].

The form [u:e] is used where Mr. Tirana would use [u:].

Mr. Daragjati [dara'ja:ti], (but in his own pronunciation [dara- dʒa:ti]), is also a Catholic native of Scutari. He differs from Mr. Tirana in the following important points:

The vowels are more nearly like those of Mr. Kastrati, except that the nasalized [ā] has a far back tongue position somewhat raised and accompanied by a certain degree of lip-rounding. The sound [e] is used in [per], and not a syllabic [r]. The ending [u:e] is used where Mr. Tirana would have [u:]. All short vowels are very short and long vowels are not very long.

The plosives [p, t, k], the affricates [ts, tʃ], and the fricatives [θ, s, ʃ], are unaspirated, except finally when they have a fairly strong degree of aspiration. Final [b, d, g] are voiceless and aspirated in the same manner as those of Professor Rota.

For the [c]-sound he uses an aspirated [tʃh] which must be distinguished from the unaspirated [tʃ]. For the [j]-sound he uses an almost completely unvoiced [dʒ] which must be distinguished from the fully voiced [dʒ]-sound. All four of these sounds are articulated at a point slightly farther back and are clearer than Mr. Tirana's [tʃ].

The [n]-sound is not so forward but is a farther back palatal as in French. The [ŋ]-sound is very far back, sounding almost like the uvular nasal [n]. The [n]-sound is rather dental.

For the [l]-sound there is substituted a fricative dental lateral which is a dark variety of [ɫ], and for the [ʃ]-sound the same sound is used nasalized. These are distinct phonemes and are not confused as they are by Professor Rota. The nasalized sound is even darker and more sulcalized than the unnasalized one.

IX. Texts

Fable of the North Wind and the Sun translated and pronounced by Mr. Rifat Tirana

Fable of the North Wind and the Sun as revised and pronounced by Professor RROTA

[In this text [l] stands for the peculiar lateral sound described in section VIII.]


Fable of the North Wind and the Sun as revised and pronounced by Mr. DARAGJATI

THE PHONETICS OF ALBANIAN

'pa:ter 'ferf 'fi:št
epo'pe:ja e 'fi:šit şeyp'ta:r
'kā:ŋ

'ene 'bre:štet 't kapi'to:lit
'da:l nuk 'ki:št e 'mū:rrt ul'ko:ja
'pr me i 'dā:nun 'tsi:ts rro'mo:lit
'masi 'šā:m kje pr 'dē: 'tro:ja
e 'a:tje 'lrg po 'ka:h u'ra:li
'npr a'to za'be:le 't la:rt
'si:lej 'škja: su śkr'be: 'ma:li
'tu:j kr'ku: pr 'mo:la 't ōa:rt

'pse kū 'rra:ni 'turr şeyp'ta:ri
'mi:r aj 'li:š me 'be:s 'fe:
'a:tje 'lu:šta 'mo:rrj 'za:ri
'a:tje 'ja:ku 'rrme:j npr 'dē:
e 'as u 'jet kun 'mal a 'rmoro:re
ci ati:j 'ho:vin 'me ja 'na:lun
'i ra: 'zyt aj 'va:ls mi'zo:re
me 'a:rm 'n do:r npr 'fla:k ka: 'da:lun

'po:rsi 'naj ta'la:zi i 'de:tit
ci 'dy:n 'mal e 'ba:rō prej 'šku:me
de:k e 'mne:r tu:j 'lā:n mas 've:tit
'vjen e 'dē:het 'm kep t no:j 'gu:me
'ţa:šţu 'fo:rtsa e 'tsi:ldo an'mi:ku
ci 'dešt 'dam t na i 'sje:l li'ri:s
'ērō e u 'θy: 'm pa:rsme tśe'li:ku
't bi:jvet 't ma:levet 't şeyp'ni:s

'por n ket 'pū:ŋ u 'jet ga'bu:
'skender'be:gu i 'rrfe: prej 'ci:.lit
'pa:ten 'džerj a'tje 'n kru:
'se tš ve'tu: ka: 'n rre:ze 't di:.lit
'e si lu'ā: tu:j 'bulu'ri:tūn
'şeyt'a:ri:s ja 'lśon ku'štri:mi
'ci tškā 'bu:rr 'n lu:ft me 'zbri:tūn
'ty:rkut 'm a:rm m ja 'śty:p gu'dzi:mi
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A number of words occurring in the text would have a different form when standing alone uninfluenced by the meter of the poetry. They are:

- **ene** [e'ne]
- **kishte** ['ki:ste]
- **mbasi** [ma'si]
- **atij** [a'ti:j]
- **porsi** [por'si]


kū'ni:mi ,pr Šteg'tim

po'te:ra e 'mner-Šme, 'jiθ,fa:r 'zǎ:ne Š, ci 'nǐ:hej pr'ja:-Šta, i:-Šte 'krejt ,n kūnr'Stim ,me Š-ka 'no:lte ,mrē:na 'bur-gut. a,tỹ mret'no:te 'pa:ja, cet'si:ja, 'gzi:mi. a'tỹ a ,ta Ška'mi:t e 'mu:reve u'Sto:jšin ,prej 'kā:jet 't psalmve.

u 'S'tro:hej bot, ništ pi 'da:rk, ci 'θi:rej ,da:rk e 'li:r, tu:j u 'vũ: ,para 'S'ũ:jt ,me Šu'mi:ts e ,vẽ:n, t mi:r 'fort, e Šũm ,prej pa,gã:jS ,rrã:jšin ,nr kto 'ra:sa, pse 'do:šin ,me 'pa: ,pr ,s ?a:frmi 'fty:ren, do:šin me 'po:ft 't prũ:m,t e a,ty:ne 't mjerve, ,ci do 't mỹ:tešin ,prej 'bi:šve,n at luftim. por ,ku:'r 't dnu::m,t ?i:šin 't kštē:n, a,ta ci 'mli:še,šin a,tỹ nuk 'ki:šin ,ra:s me 'pa: ,as Še:ne fu'ri:jet, ,as Še:ne ligšti:jet, si 'no:šte ,nr 't dnu::m 'tje:r.


,ti ,je: 'te:pr i ,ri:, ,lum 'dja:l i, i ,θa me,šta:ri ,tu:j u 'bi:a ,pr 'tỹka: po i Ši:šin 'sỹ::t.

t ri::t 't ēm, ,o ,a:t i 'da:štun, ,ka: me 'kē:n ,sugu'ri:ja ,mã: e 'mi:ra. 't lu:tem, ,mos m a ,bǎn 't mã:ŋut pi ,ne:r kac 't ma:še.